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INTRODUCTION

are named are examined and revised at each International 

et al.

of the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature

included topics as fundamental as the language required for 
the valid publication of names, the acceptability of electronic 
publication, and the unease amongst mycologists on how 

st century biological science 
students that fungi are embraced in a Code with just 

organisms traditionally studied in departments of botany 
in museums and universities, regardless of their current 

Life – even all bacteria 

rules are, nevertheless, applicable only to particular 

proposed changes in the rules relating to particular groups 

permanent committees, the members of which are elected 

case of the fungi, the permanent committee is now called 

synopsis of how the current system operates is given by 

an authoritative historical account of the development of the 
Code

with various aspects of the rules concerning the naming 

various national, regional, and international meetings, 
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already published proposals for change were discussed, 

to complete a questionnaire to canvass their views on key 

et al. 

topics that concerned fungi, that these need to be widely 

et al.

Melbourne Code will be printed 

mycologists involved in the naming of fungi are made aware 
of both the changes made that come into force before the 
Code

fungi are now to be named, and to indicate the implications 

Melbourne Code should be consulted as soon as it becomes 

PRINCIPLE CHANGES AND THEIR IMPACTS

Name of the Code changed

Code 
et 

al.
et al.
the new Code should be called the International Code of 
Nomenclature for algae, fungi, and plants. 

employed to make clear these terms are being used in a 
colloquial sense, for instance the inclusion of cyanobacteria 
in algae, and chromistan fungal analogues and slime moulds 

governed by the Code

Governance of fungal nomenclature to be 
considered

et al.
et al.

Code

consider whether to put on hold the question of the need 
for an independent Code

English or Latin validating diagnoses permitted

allow any language, as is the practice in zoology, and some 
alternative ones, including one by mycologists to require 

et al. 

but also decided that it should apply not just to fungi but to all 
organisms treated under the Code
was the meeting, that it was agreed that this provision 

Electronic publication permitted (but with 
restrictions)

electronically as a vehicle for the effective publication of 

et 
al.
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journals, and established journals also increasingly being 
available in both electronic and hard-copy forms, the issue 

et al.

the pertinent revised texts and guidelines as to best practice 
et al.

provided that

a work are made available, the date of effective publication of 

et al.
It is important to appreciate that the new provisions do not 

mean that material placed on or available through websites 

containing new taxa are drawn to the attention of appropriate 
indexing centres, and mycologists should endeavour to do that 
until the requirement for the prior deposit of key nomenclatural 

Deposit of key nomenclatural information 
made mandatory for fungi

make this a requirement for all groups of organisms covered 
by the Code

worldwide web, however, has made it possible to devise 
much-improved systems from those that were possible in 

in Utrecht established an online system for the deposit of key 

and also with mycological journals, as a way of rapidly 

information in a recognized online repository a mandatory 

et 
al.

et al.

amendments, mainly based on suggestions for avoiding 

et al.
on choices made between competing names or homonyms, 

nomenclatural purposes and need not be considered when 
determining the correct name for a taxon under the Code

rules of the Code, such as the diagnosis and information as 
to the nomenclatural type or a basionym, as appropriate, 
there is no objection to databases also including additional 
information and the prospects are enormously exciting 

et al.

is to make the online deposit of the required data, and 
after their work has been 

included agrees in every detail that which will appear in the 

the priority of the name as the effective date of publication 
will be that of the electronic or hard-copy publication and not 

mycologists will have immediate and free online access to 
the key nomenclatural and diagnostic information on newly 

new names which will now have the responsibility of ensuring 
that names they propose are incorporated into international 

Dual nomenclature of pleomorphic fungi 
discontinued

of fungi with a pleomorphic life-cycle has been an issue of 
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debate since the phenomenon was recognized in the mid-
th century

be found in the earliest Codes

by different mycologists – even ones working on the same 

and simplify the procedures – and the now familiar terms 

changes had to be made as a consequence, including ones 
of some well-known and economically important species; at 
that date, the conservation of species names was not allowed 
under the Code

later, it was starting to become obvious that fungi with no 

abandonment of the dual nomenclatural system was posited 

et al.

discovered, and for that name or epithet to continue to be 

mycologists using molecular phylogenetic approaches 
started to ignore the provisions, or interpret them in different 

the same year, was that mycologists, as a whole, favoured 
et 

al.
to improve the situation, but the situation was becoming so 
complex that few mycologists were likely to take the time to 

 In order 
to progress the matter, an international symposium was 

have become intolerable as mycologists increasingly ignore 

principles which, it was hoped, would be accommodated in 
et al.

effect these amounted to the ending of dual nomenclature, 

aspects of the declaration, and wished to continue allowing 
et al.

In order to ensure some resolution of the issue, proposals 

consultation with various mycologists, for presentation at the 

the option to discontinue the dual nomenclature system 
was approved, but with some safeguards to limit resultant 

et al.

name; the system of permitting separate names to be used 

names proposed for a species, regardless of what stage 

priority regardless of the stage represented by the name-

introduced in the past for separate morphs as illegitimate, it 

alternative names in the sense of the Code

up to displace widely used

fungi where there could be many names that might merit 

It was decided that lists of names can be submitted to the 

on those lists are to be treated as conserved over competing 
Code

excluded from the provisions permitting dual nomenclature; 
the new Code will include a paragraph to make it explicit that 
lichen-forming fungi are excluded from the newly accepted 

approving reports from the various permanent nomenclature 
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not widely used, it can be anticipated that mycologists will 

others consider a decision inappropriate, a proposal for the 

specialist working groups on particular fungal genera or 
families exist, as is the case for subcommissions of the 

draft lists of names for possible approval will be prepared 

advantage in endeavouring to have one list covering all 
potentially affected generic names, if mechanisms to achieve 

separately, the new provisions do not prohibit informal 

ideally with a small initial letter and normal not italic type as 

governed by the Code

change was made because the later-starting point system 
had come to be interpreted in different ways, and because 

et 
al.

permitted the continued use of names that had been adopted 
Synopsis Methodica Fungorum 
Systema Mycologicum 

otherwise would have to be taken up under the normal rules 

sanctioned name should be made only on materials cited in 
the sanctioning work, or that it could be based on materials 

et al.

meetings led to the formulation of a series of proposals 
et al.

with either the original protologue of the name, the sanctioning 

in cases where in the sanctioning work elements associated 
with the original protologue did not include a subsequently 
designated type selected for the sanctioned name, the 
sanctioning author is considered to have introduced a later 
homonym that is to be retained because of its sanctioned 

proposals, which means that they became operative when 

original protologue, or on material of the sanctioning author 

have had unfortunate implications for the stability of many 

validly published
Microsporidia, a group traditionally studied 

by zoologists, belonged to kingdom Fungi posed a threat to 

as, while those names had been correctly published and were 
available for use under the provisions of the International 

requirements of the botanical Code
Microsporidia, and 

other organisms that had originally been published under 
the zoological code, were to be treated as validly published 
under the botanical Code

et al.
these organisms should be excluded from governance by the 
botanical Code and continue to be covered by the zoological 
one,
that this principle should be adopted for other groups of 

Explicitly indicate the physiological state of 
type cultures

Code allows cultures of algae and fungi 
to serve as name-bearing types, provided that they are 

physiological state of cultures designated as types is often not 
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Names based on fossil parts loose special 
provisions 
In recent years there have been extensive debates in the 
palaeobotanical community on how to revise the provisions 
relating to the naming of parts of fossil organisms treated 
under the Code – and which applied to fungi as well as 

decided to abandon the practice of separately naming parts 

parts of a single species will now compete with each other 
for priority, in the same way as occurs for names not based 

The Draft BioCode and MycoCode need to be 
revisited

prospect, in the long-term, of having a set of rules governing 
the future nomenclature of all organisms was developed 

the publication of a Draft BioCode

the initiative further as the mechanisms and resources to 
develop the prerequisite lists of names to be considered 

updated Draft BioCode was prepared and released for further 
et al.

mycology was raised and received considerable vocal 

the botanical Code was the one favoured at the subsequent 
et al.

that the BioCode model could provide a framework for the 

et 
al.
as the extent to which the botanical Code would change 

DISCUSSION

Code
progress made in adapting the rules to the needs of both 
user and practitioner mycologists over that period has been 

in starting point, the conservation and rejection of species 

and allowing living metabolically inactive cultures to 

the years, so that they can now recommend rejection of any 

and mycological nomenclature, truly bringing it into the 

of the Code, its coverage, electronic publication, and the 
requirement for the deposition of key information in a 
recognized depositary as a requirement for the publication 
of fungal names, place the Melbourne Code ahead of what 

with respect to the implementation of the consequences of 
the end of dual nomenclature for pleomorphic fungi, although 

that remains is how best to designate taxa only known from 
molecular studies of environmental samples, and to consider 
whether that requires any changes in the Code
et al. et al.

presented in this overview are personal, and that mycologists 
should check the decisions and verify actual wordings agreed 

et al.
and then the edited published version of the International 
Code of Nomenclature for algae, fungi, and plants when it 
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